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Abstract
We introduce an approach of multi-view based surveillance of human/robot workspaces. Unknown objects within a robot
workcell as e.g. humans are to be detected to avoid accidents with the robot. Therefore, two aspects are to be discussed:
First, the reconstruction of regions within the robot workcell which are potentially occupied by unknown objects based
on sensor data and additional plausibility criterions. Second, since the quality of reconstruction mainly depends on the
placement of the sensors, objective functions and optimal values for this purpose are presented.

1 Introduction
Today there is a great demand in opening robot workspaces
to humans. The latter are to work together with/parallel to
robots, in order to ensure an ergonomic working environ-
ment, and to increase economic efficieny, still.
In contrast to preceding robot workspaces, the human re-
sembles an object with apriori unknown movement, here.
Despite this unknown object, accidents are to be avoided.
Therefore, the region which could be occupied by the un-
known objects needs to be sensed, e.g. by artificial skins,
cameras and other sensors. To use each sensor’s advantage,
we focus on applying several sensors in a network. We are
given a multi-perspective view of the work cell, identifying
the regions occupied by unknown objects despite static and
dynamic obstacles. This can also be seen as an approxima-
tion of the unknown object. An appropriate reaction for the
robot is to avoid the occupied region or reducing the speed
when approaching.
Next to the state of the art (Section 2), the remainder of
this paper discusses two reconstruction methods (Section
3): The first one incorporates the reconstruction into an
enclosed plausibility based approach and the second one
utilizes a network of depth cameras. Of course, the quality
of the approximation mainly depends on the placement of
the sensors (Section 4).

2 Related Work
Human/Robot -Coexistence and -Cooperation While
different sensor types and methods have been applied to
enable human robot coexistence and cooperation, camera-
based systems are appropriate for this application and a
prominent field of reasearch, as in [26, 19, 8, 10].

Multi-View Reconstruction Multi view reconstruction
has been considered for several years. At first, the primary
goal was to create a three-dimensional geometric model of

one or a few objects within the camera views. This goal al-
lows to setup an optimal reconstruction environment, e.g.
with only one single object to reconstruct and none occlud-
ing objects. In contrast, the robot workspace contains oc-
cluding objects and several objects to reconstruct.
For grayscale/color cameras, the visual hull [9] and the
photo hull [18, 24] are – depending on the used information
– the most accurate reconstruction consistent to all views.
The depth hull concept [2] is the generalization of the vi-
sual hull concept for depth cameras.
Reconstruction algorithms use several data structures like
voxels [18, 19], octrees [25, 19], conexels [3, 17], polyhe-
drons [9, 8] and occupancy grids [11, 14]. Todays GPU
processing capabilities are integrated in those algorithms
where possible [19, 23].
The problem of occlusions induced by statical objects in
the reconstruction environment when using multi color-
camera setups in conjunction with background subtraction
approaches have been firstly tackled by so called occlusion
masks [19]. These occlusion masks represent the projec-
tion of statical occluders and are interpreted as foreground
additional to the foreground determined by the background
subtraction. A more accurate consideration of occlusions,
also of dynamical occluders and additional plausibility in-
formation about connected regions of humans has been uti-
lized to improve the quality of the reconstruction [13, 16].

Sensor Placement/Optimization Optimization of sen-
sors in a network, e.g. cameras, can usually be divided
into two groups, one of the two is generally optimizing
visibility or costs: There have been investigations about
how to position and orient cameras subject to observing
a maximal number of surfaces [15], and different courses
of action [1, 7], as well as maximizing the volume of the
surveillance area [21], or the number of objects [20]. An-
other common goal belonging to the first group is to be
able to observe all items of a given set, but minimize the
amount of cameras (including their positions), f.e. the “Art
Gallery Problem” in [6, 20].



The other group of sensor network optimization is mini-
mizing the error that is made regarding a special purpose of
the network: The phrase ‘Photogrammetric Network De-
sign’ is used to express minimizing the reconstruction er-
ror for several (three-dimensional) points by cameras for
distances smaller than a few hundred meters (close range
photogrammetry). The default assumption in this con-
text, however, is that no occlusions occur, for details cf.
[12, 22]. Optimally localizing an entire object which is not
occluded is a task treated in [5].
In this paper we focus on evaluating the quality of sensor
placement of a fixed amount of sensors according to the
difference between target and its approximation made by
a change-detection as a fusion method. This problem has
been discussed in [27], but the author does not consider
obstacles. In [4], static obstacles are considered, but a sub-
set of cameras is chosen out of a preinstalled set instead of
rearranging the whole set. In the section about quality, the
attention is given to different types of objective functions,
only restricted to a changed-detection system, followed by
their optimal value.

3 Reconstruction

This section contains the description of two reconstruc-
tion methods. The first approach incorporates sensor data
and environmental knowledge into the reconstruction, fol-
lowed by plausibility checks. The second one describes a
fusion technique utilizing a network of depth cameras to
determine an approximation of the human.
The following definitions are fundamental to this (Sec-
tion 3) and the next section (Section 4).

Definitions The region Z is the work cell of the robot. A
target t is an object which is being approximated, we are
approximating unknown objects, like humans, here. When
speaking of the approximation R, a conservative recon-
struction t ⊂ R of the target is ment. I is the number
of sensors being applied. A point p ∈ Z is called target-
free, if a sensor states the absence of the target. The re-
gion F (i) ⊂ Z are all the points being tagged as target-
free by a chosen sensor i ∈ {1, ..., I}. The region F =⋃
i∈{1,...,I}

F (i) are all the points being tagged as target-free

at least once. The region C(i) = Z \ F (i) is assigned as
possibly containing targets by sensor i ∈ {1, ..., I}.

3.1 Plausibility Based

In this section one way to generate a high-quality approx-
imation R is described. The process starts with a basic
approximation R and improves that basic approximation
step-wise, whereby each resulting improved approxima-
tion R1, R2 and R3 represents an approximation R. R3

will be the most accurate approximation R.

Without any precautions humans have to be assumed inside
the entire robot workspace Z. Sensors can be used to de-
tect the presence of humans, but also their absence. Com-
mon examples of sensors are grayscale/color-, infrared-
and depth-cameras but also proximity sensors and sensor
skins. More intelligent and complex sensors which consist
of several basic sensors are also imaginable. In order to
map sensor data to the robot workspace, these sensors must
be calibrated and registered in a common coordinate sys-
tem. Since sensors can be used to detect the absence of hu-
mans, the previously assumption that humans may reside
inside the entire robot workspace can be reduced step-wise
by applying the exclusion principle. Occlusions induced
by non-human objects residing inside the robot workspace
are handled implicitly since only those regions of the robot
workspace F (i) may be assumed to be target-free (i. e.
"human-free"), where a sensor i ∈ {1, ..., I} is able to
guarantee it. This is only possible if the sensor is able to
detect the targets. After applying all sensor data regarding
the absence of humans, only a region of the entire robot
workspace R1 = Z\

⋃
i F

(i) is still assumed to potentially
contain targets. R1 is the first approximation of the target,
achived only by applying sensor information.
Another step can be performed to enhance the reconstruc-
tion: It can be assumed that humans cannot enter a solid
or an inaccessible object volume, such as a table, a rack or
the robot. Thus these object volumes O(j), j ∈ {1, ..., J}
can be subtracted from the previously determined region
R2 = R1\

⋃
j O

(j). R2 is the second, more accurate ap-
proximation of the target.
A third step utilizes properties about connected regions of
targets. Typically it can be assumed that humans cannot
fly, so connected regions of R2 which do not have contact
to an object in direction of the gravity must be artifacts
which can be excluded. Furthermore, humans have a min-
imum volume, so that connected regions of R2 which have
a lower volume can be excluded, too. As another exam-
ple, humans have a certain minimal thickness, so that con-
nected regions of R2 which completely reside in a thinner
hull around known objects like tables, racks or the robot
could not contain a human and therefore must be artifacts.
Further examples base on aspects like color, connection to
the boundary of the considered reconstruction zone or on
the distance between connected regions of two consecutive
timestamps. Utilizing such kind of information about the
targets (here the humans) allow to check the plausibility
of connected regions and the identification and elimination
of artifacts A(k), k ∈ {1, ..., K}. Thus the most accurate
approximation is achived by removing identified artifacts
R3 = R2\

⋃
k A

(k).
A current implementation of the system is based on a
voxel representation. In a concrete setup, which is illus-
trated in Figure 1, in a human/robot-context of the size
6m× 6m× 3, 5m the system consists of eight color cam-
eras, nine up-to-date computers (CPU: Quad-Core, 2.1-
2.6 GHz; Mem: 2-8 GB) and a voxelspace-resolution of
126× 90× 66 and has a performance of about 3 to 4 Hz.



Figure 1: Image of example setup (upper right) and result-
ing reconstruction (red voxels) of one surveillance cycle.

3.2 Depth Image Based
Depth Images Depth-cameras like ToF-cameras or
Kinect sensors directly provide depth images at a sufficient
high resolution and framerate for real time surveillance
tasks. As those cameras use an active measurement prin-
ciple, interferences between multiple cameras in the com-
mon part of their visible volumes have to be considered re-
garding the placement of the cameras and the measurement
errors while processing the surveillance. Grayscale/color-
or infrared-cameras can be treated as depth-cameras with
binary depth measurement using an applied change detec-
tion method. Their depth images results of the three di-
mensional projection of the segmentation images provided
by the change detection method [8].
The main advantage of depth-cameras is, that a single
depth image already provides 2,5D geometrical data to di-
vide the camera’s visible volume into a free region F (i) in
between the camera center and the measured surface and
an occluded region O else.

Object Detection and Data Fusion Since no informa-
tion of t within O is derivable of the depth image itself,
completeO withinZ is to be approximated. A CAD model
of the geometry of Z is assumed to be known, thus for all
depth-cameras in the sensor network depth images of the
empty robot workcell can be generated as reference im-
ages for a background subtraction method. The differences
within the segmentation image of the background subtrac-
tion method are directly providingO as the possibly target-
containing region within Z: C(i) = O∩Z. A lossless rep-
resentation of C(i) can be achieved by using its bounding
surface using i.e. polyhedrons or by its volume using i.e.
an occupancy grid.
Depending on the position, orientation and aperture angle
of a depth-camera, only a part of Z is within the visible
volume. For a better coverage of Z and a more accurate
approximation of the targets within and a decrease of their
occlusions, the segmented depth image data of multiple

depth-cameras is to be fused, leading to an approximation
of the depth hulls, denoted as C.

Detected Object Classification The robot and its occlu-
sion in all depth images are also part of C. Since the robot
model is known the robot occlusion M can be calculated.
Assuming that no t is within M at the start of the surveil-
lance, no t can approach and enter this occlusion unde-
tected while the surveillance is operating. The part of C
outside M now is the most accurate conservative approxi-
mation of depth image data: R = C\M
Depending on the application the minimum distance be-
tween R and the robot model for an arbitrary robot config-
uration or predefined safety zones can be calculated.
The setup for an example application is described above
and used with four PMD cameras instead of the color cam-
eras. A distance velocity control of the robot is performed
using polyhedral representation ofC [8]. The performance
of the surveillance cycle is about 3 to 5 fps.

4 Quality of Sensor Placement
In order to utilize a sensor network optimally, the sensors’
positions or other parameters need to be chosen carefully.
Here is an approach in evaluating the quality of a surveil-
lance system with a changed-detection method, such as the
two background-subtraction methods in Section 3.
Therefore, the sensor data fusion is adressed, shortly. Af-
ter that the quality is formulated in several objective func-
tions. In the end, we introduce optimal values of this qual-
ity which can further be used as stopping criteria for an
optimization.
We will use the general term “sensor” instead of one partic-
ular device, e.g. “depth camera”. The quality of the sensor
placement discussed here does not consider interferences
of active sensors’ signals, however.

Sensor data processing and Fusion In a change de-
tection method with every sensor data the sensor divides
the surveillance area entirely into the following regions:
An undetectable one, where no information can be de-
rived by the sensor (this could be the room behind a wall
in a background-subtraction-method); An identical region,
where nothing has changed (e.g. according to a prechosen
reference state), also called “target-free” in the beginning
of Section 3 (notation F i, being the i-th sensor); and a
changed region, something must have come up, here.
For this optimization to work, we need to be given the
following three combined sections of the work-cell: Next
to the section F , where one of the sensors 1, ..., I states
the description “target-free”, the other significant section
is “the over-all undetectable section” U where all of the
sensors state “undetectable”. The last section is called
the “changed section”, elsewhere. A target with unknown
movement, as a human happens to be, will be included
in these last two sections, as it moves either in detectable



range and is mapped to “changed” or moves out of this
range into the “undetectable section”. So the remaining
sections apart from F are considered as the approximation
R := Z \ F of the target t.
Obstacles are objects that are no targets. The consideration
of obstacles lies in the implementation of this mapping (the
change-detection-system).

Quality of Sensor Placement The quality of sensor
placement can be formulated as an objective function. We
have implemented the objective function f as a simula-
tion of the work-cell with a voxel representation. There,
each voxel V(n) ⊂ Z, n ∈ {1, ..., N} in a 3-dimensional
voxelspace consisting of N voxels is being tagged as part
of one of the sections “target-free”, “changed” or “unde-
tectable”, which is illustrated in Figure 2. After such a
fusion, the following objective functions appear as reason-
able:
1. Maximizing visibility is a common request. This comes
along with minimizing the over-all undetectable section.
Thus, the quality of the system needs to be measured by
the volume of such an undetectable section. The objec-
tive function, here, could be the sum of voxels which are
marked as over-all undetectable.

f (1) =
∑
n

{
1, Vn=̂“undetectable”
0, else

2. Also, every voxel could be weighted by its importance
ω(n), n ∈ {1, ..., N} instead of weighted by a constant
parameter like 1.
3. Minimizing the error of the system of surveillance is
another significant goal. We want to reconstruct the tar-
get, represented by the non-target-free approximation R,
here, so in case of an optimization, the difference between
the approximation and the target needs to be minimized.
Furthermore, having constructed R as an all times conser-
vative approximation of the target t ⊂ R, it suffices to min-
imize the approximation. Here, the quality of the system
is measured by the volume of changed and undetectable
sections. Both the tags “changed” and “undetectable” are
worth distinguishing, as, e.g., an emphasis could be put on
not leaving as many points undetectable as changed.

f (3) =
∑
n


ω1, Vn=̂“changed”
ω2, Vn=̂“undetectable”
0, else

4. As this is a safety issue, is it not too blue-eyed to as-
sume a point is target-free (and belongs to F ) if only one
sensor states it? Since the definition of the target-free sec-
tionF seems not conservative enough this definition can be
restricted. In order to measure the quality of the change-
detection-method the same definition of the target-free sec-
tion F and thus the approximation R should be used in
both the reconstruction and the evaluation, however.

Say, instead of just one, at least two sensors need to state
“target-free” at one point so that it belongs to an over-all
target-free section F . The more sensors the definition re-
quires, the smaller the target-free section becomes, and the
larger the approximation of the targetR = Z\F . Thus, the
approximaton will be better in the sense of “more conser-
vative” than the one with only one sensor in the previous
approach. But it will be worse in accuracy.
Let us assume that we have used the one-sensor-definition
of F , called F1, for the evaluation of the system. But we
have used the two sensor-definition F2 ⊂ F1 for the ap-
proximation R := Z \F2. Then, the inclusion Z \F1 ⊂ R
holds true. In the sense of an accurate approximation of
the target we have overestimated the reconstruction.

Optimization Shifting one of the sensors a little bit,
could cause a different target-free section. Not only al-
tering position is causing changes of the sections, but also
altering orientation, zoom, opening angle, etc. Thus, all
the sections, and thereby the approximation of the target,
also, can be parameterized by a vector of parameters v:

R = R(v), F = F (v), U = U(v)

The parameters in the vector v, which we have specified
to parametrize the approximation, allow us to be the de-
grees of freedom in an optimization. Such an optimization
is built from two parts, an optimization algorithm and an
objective function. In sensor network optimization, the im-
plementation of the objective function is more complex, by
far. Above, we have put some thought into this objective
function in terms of the quality of the change-detection-
method. The parameter vectors of the best quality – ac-
cording to the objective function – are used to generate a
new parameter vector, afresh, by a technique specified in
the optimization algorithm. The algorithm continues un-
til stopping criteria are met. In the next paragraph, we
consider criteria which correspond to the chosen objective
functions.

Stopping Criteria Stopping criteria tell the optimization
algorithm when to stop. Next to limiting the length of
time or the amount of iteration cycles, the intrinsic hope
is to reach the optimum. Alternativly, a value, that is in
an ε-neighbourhood of the optimum. But what could an
optimum fopt of the discussed objective functions be like?
Each objective function results in a different optimal value:
1. When minimizing the undetectable section, first, sup-
pose there are no objects in the work cell. The optimal
value that can be reached is zero, as it would be best to
distinguish the whole undetectable section. The inside of
static objects cannot be eliminated by sensors utilizing a
change-detection method. It is always undetectable. Thus,
the optimal value has to be chosen as the inside volume εs
of static objects.

f
(1)
opt = εs =

∑
n

δs(n)



As a preperation step for the second objective function,
the static indicator δs is introduced for a given voxel
n ∈ {1, ..., N} with:

δs(n) :=

{
1 voxel n in obj.
0 else

2. If these voxels are weighted by ω(n), n ∈ {1, ..., N}
the optimal value would be

f
(2)
opt =

∑
n

ω(n) · δs(n)

3. When minimizing the difference between approxima-
tion and targets, the inside of targets cannot be eliminated
as it is always changed or undetectable, no matter how
many sensors there might be placed. Thus, the optimal
value has to be chosen according to their volume and the
volume of possible static occluders. Thus, we define the
static indicator δs as above and the target indicator δt, ac-
cordingly.

The changed section is weighted by ω1 and the over-all
undetectable section by ω2. Static objects only cause un-
detectable voxels δs · ω2, targets cause both changed and
undetectable voxels. But what is it weighted with, if the
weights ω1, ω2 depend on the arrangement of sensor, static
occluders and targets, and therefore on the sensor parame-
ters in v? In a minimization, the optimal weight would be
min{ω1, ω2}. This leaves us the optimal value of

f
(3)
opt =

∑
n

ω2 · δs +min{ω1, ω2} · δt(n)

4. When retaining the same weights, the fourth objective
function can be stopped with the same stopping criteria as
the privious one.

Figure 2: Each voxel in a 3-dimensional voxelspace is be-
ing tagged as part of one of the sections “target-free” (free
space), “changed” (beige) or “undetectable”(blue). The
unknown target is the red human figure. A static obstacle
is the grey wall. First picture: One camera (green). Second
picture: five cameras.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

The paper introduces a surveillance approach for
Human/Robot-Workspaces using a camera network. In
order to safeguard the robot, all unknown objects within
the workspace are to be detected and the region possi-
bly occupied by them is to be reconstructed of the cam-
era data. In contrast to traditional camera-based multi-
view-reconstruction methods, here, environmental occlu-
sions within human/robot workspaces have to be consid-
ered. Two methods for reconstruction are presented for
this purpose. Optimal placement of the cameras is crucial
for a good quality of approximation in the reconstruction.
Therefore, an optimization is introduced and applied to get
a good configuration of the camera network.
As future work for the optimization, a native desire also
could be “minimizing the false alarms of a system but still
ensuring safty”. How can an error be minimized, that is
made by the system regarding such a purpose? The first



approach is to integrate the cause of such an error, in a
change-detection-system the obstacles to the target. The
second approach is simulating not only the sensor system,
but the purpose action, as well.
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